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INTRODUCTION.
The type of set-set topology which will be discussed here is one which can be defined as follows: Let (X, T) and (Y, T*) be topological spaces. Let U and V be collections of subsets of X and Y, respectively. Let F C yX, the collection of all functions from X into Y. Define, for U U and V V, (U,V)= {f E F: f(U) C Y}. Let S(U,V)= {(U,V): U U and Y e V}. If S(U, V) is a subbasis for a topology T(U, V) on F then T(U, V) is called a set-set topology.
One of the original set-set topologies is the compact-open topology, TeD, which was introduced in 1945 by R. Fox [1] . For this topology, as one may surmise from the name, U is the collection of all compact subsets of X and V T*, the collection of all open subsets of Y. Fox and Arens
[2] developed and examined the properties of this now well-known topology. In particular, it was shown that if F C C(X, Y), the collection of all continuous functions on X into Y, then Tco on F is equivalent to the topology of uniform convergence on compacta; and, if in addition, X is compact, then TeD is equivalent to the topology of uniform convergence on F. Arens also defined the concept of admissible topology for function spaces and was instrumental in the study of groups of self-homeomorphisms and topological groups.
Other set-set topologies that As will be proven in section 5, Too, on H(X), is actually equivalent to the Pervin topology of quasi-uniform convergence (Fletcher [4] ). One of the advantages of the open-open topology is the set-set notation which provides us with simple notation and, hence, our proofs are more concise than those using the cumbersome notation of the quasi-uniformity. Pervin spaces will be discussed in section 4.
We assume a basic knowledge of quasi-uniform spaces. An introduction to quasi-uniform spaces may be found in Fletcher and Lindgren's [5] or in Murdeshwar and Naimpally's book [6] .
Throughout this paper we shall assume (X, T) and (Y, T*) are topological spaces.
2.
THE OPEN-OPEN TOPOLOGY. Let F C C(X, Y). If (Y, T*) is Ti for 0, 1, 2, then (F, Too) is Ti for =0,1,2. PROOF. We shall show the case 2; the other cases are done similarly. Let 2.
Let f,g (5 F such that f # g. Then there is some x (5 Therefore, Too is admissible for F.
Arens also has shown that if T' is admissible for F C C(X, Y), then T' is finer than Too. From this fact and Theorem 2, it follows that Tco C Too. 3 .
THE OPEN-OPEN TOPOLOGY ON H(X).
We now consider Too on H(X), the collection of all self-homeomorphisms on X. Note that H(X) with the binary operation o, composition of functions, and identity element e, is a group. Some of the set-set topologies previously mentioned are equivalent under certain hypotheses. In particular, it is well known that if X is T1 then Tp C To and as we have shown To C Too. When are To and Too distinct? One hypothesis under which these two topologies are not equivalent is: "Let X be T and Galois."
A topological space is Galois provided that for each closed set, C C X and each point p'E X\C, there is an h H(X) such that h(x) xforallx C and h(p) #p. Among the spaces which are T2 Galois are the topological vector spaces and, as Fletcher [7] has shown, locally euclidean T spaces or homogeneous 0-dimensional spaces which have no isolated points. Effros' Theorem (Effros [8] ) is a widely known and useful tool in the study of homogeneous spaces and continua theory. Of its several forms, the most popular is: If X is a compact homogeneous metric space then for each x X, the evaluation map, E (H(X),Tco) X, defined by E:(h) h(x), is an open map. It follows that, if the conclusion holds when E is considered on the space (H(X),T.), and if T C T, on H(X), then the conclusion also holds on (H(X),T). Ancel [9] has asked the following question: If the hypothesis of the Effros' Theorem is changed to "X is a compact, homogeneous, Hausdorff space,'is the evaluation map on (H(X),T,:o) still open *? To this end, since Too C Too, we could consider whether a form of Effros' Theorem would be true for Too on H(X). Unfortunately, we discover the following. G defined by (I)(9) 9 -1. If only the first map is continuous, then we call (G, T) a quasi-topological group (Murdeshwar and Naimpally [6] ).
If X is a T Galois space then Too # To on H(X
It is not difficult to show that if (X, T) is a topological space and G is a subgroup of H(X) then (G, Too) is a quasi-topological group. However, (G, Too) is not always a topological group as the following example (Fletcher [4] ) shows: Let X R and let the topology on X be described as follows: T= {(a,b) C R:a < 0 < b}U{q,X}. Let f,g:X X be defined byf(z) =-z and 9(z) -. Clearly, f and 9 are homeomorphisms on X. Note that f(z) f-'(z) and Fletcher [4] proved that the Pervin topology of quasi-uniform convergence on H(X) is not discrete if and only if (X,T) is Pervin. In order to prove this, Fletcher had to first introduce numerous definitions along with some mind boggling notation. The above proof, along with the few needed definitions involving Too, is an example of the simplification that the definition of Too offers over the quasi-uniform definition and notation.
5.

THE PERVIN TOPOLOGY OF QUASI-UNIFORM CONVERGENCE.
Recall that if Q is a quasi-uniformity on X, then the topology, TQ, on X, which has as its neighborhood base at x, B {U[x]: U (5 Q}, is called the topoloiy induced by Q. The ordered triple (X, Q, TQ) is called a quasi-uniform space. A topological space, (X, T) is quasi-uniformizable provided there exists a quasi-uniformity, Q, such that TQ T. In 1962, Pervin [11] proved that every topological space is quasi-uniformizable by giving the following construction.
Let (X,T)be a topological space. For each O (5 T, define the set So (OxO)t.J((X\O)xX). Let S {So O (5 T}. Then S is a subbasis for a quasi-uniformity, P, for X, called the Pervin quasi-uniformity and, as is easily shown, Tp T. If (X, Q) is a quasi-uniform space then Q induces a topology on H(X) called the topology of quasi-uniform convergence w.r.tQ, as follows: For each set U (5 Q, let us define W(U) {(f,g)(5 H(X) x H(X): (f(x),g(x)) (5 U forall x (5 X}. Then, B(Q) {W(U): U (5 Q} is a basis for Q*, the quasi-uniformity of quasi-uniform convergence w.r.t. Q (Naimpally [12] ). Let TO. denote the topology on H(X) induced by Q*. TQ. is called the topology of quasi-uniform convergence w.r.t. Q*.
If P is the Pervin quasi-uniformity on X Te. is the Pervin topology of quasi-uniform convergence.
At this time one could, once again, prove that Tp. is not discrete if and only if (X, T) is a Pervin space, this time using the quasi-uniform structure [4] . We leave this to the reader. Let (X,T) be a topological space and let G be a subgroup of H(X). 
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